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Abstract

This work introduces a model of Future Technology Transformations for the power sector (FTT:Power), a representation of global
power systems based on market competition, induced technological change (ITC) and natural resource use and depletion. It is the
first component of a family of sectoral bottom-up models of future technology transformations, designed to be integrated into the
global macroeconometric model E3MG. ITC occurs as a result of technological learning as given by cumulative investment and
leads to highly nonlinear, irreversible and path dependent technological transitions. The model makes use of a dynamic coupled
set of logistic differential equations. As opposed to traditional bottom-up energy models based on systems optimisation, logistic
equations offer an appropriate treatment of the times and rates of change involved in sectoral technology transformations. Resource
use and depletion are represented by local cost-supply curves, which give rise to different regional energy landscapes. The model
is explored using two simple scenarios, a baseline and a mitigation case where the price of carbon is gradually increased. While
a constant price of carbon leads to a stagnant system, mitigation produces successive technology transitions leading towards the
gradual decarbonisation of the global power sector.
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1. Introduction

The future level of anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions is one of the primary unknowns in estimating the
rate of climate change in the medium and long term. Differ-
ent assumptions about emissions pathways lead to widely dif-
fering warming temperatures, ranging between 2 ◦C, for high
mitigation policies to 6◦C for the most pessimistic non mitiga-
tion scenarios (IPCC, 2007). Anthropogenic GHG emissions
depend on human activities, and thus on the structure of the fu-
ture economic system. They stem primarily from energy use
(57%) and land use change (17%) (IPCC, 2007, figures for
2004). While the second is a complex subject to model (see
for instance Bouwman et al. (2006)), the first is better under-
stood and different approaches have been used to model energy
demand and supply (IEA, 2010b, Bouwman et al., 2006, Mess-
ner and Strubegger, 1995, Seebregts et al., 2001). The prob-
lem of GHG emissions mitigation requires changes to be made
to the structure of global energy use. Since the latter lies at
the very core of the world’s economy, these changes have deep
implications and effects felt in all aspects of society. There-
fore, a simulation of GHG emissions cannot easily be sepa-
rated from simulations of the global economic system. One
approach to explore Energy-Economy-Environment (E3) inter-
actions was made with an input-output structure based macroe-
conometric model of the global economy E3MG (Barker et al.,
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2006, Dagoumas and Barker, 2010, Barker and Scrieciu, 2010).
E3MG is a disaggregated model that features 20 world regions,
12 energy carriers, 19 energy users, 28 energy technologies, 14
atmospheric emissions and 42 industrial sectors.

The decarbonisation of the global power system depends first
and foremost on the rate at which highly emitting technologies
based on fossil fuels can be substituted for cleaner ones. While
fossil fueled electricity generation technologies are mature and
well established, cleaner systems such as renewable energies
are more expensive and therefore not yet competitive. Policy
favouring green technologies are expected to play an important
role in the transition towards low GHG emissions in the en-
ergy sector. The costs of technologies tend to decrease with
cumulative investment, an effect termed technological learning,
and moreover, newer technologies see their costs decrease more
rapidly than those of mature technologies (IEA, 2000, Pan and
Koehler, 2007, McDonald and Schrattenholzer, 2001). R & D
investments and government subsidies to green technologies are
expected to be necessary only for an initial ‘push’, until their
reducing costs reach competitive levels, giving rise to techno-
logical change (IEA, 2000). The composition of future energy
landscapes are highly dependent on the development in time of
policy portfolios, where some strategies can generate techno-
logical avalanches which would not have occurred otherwise.
Energy landscapes are, however, very local in nature and tech-
nological substitution occurs according to what interactions are
possible in a particular world region. The energy portfolio of
each region is in large parts determined by the availability of
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natural resources. Therefore, any modeling attempt of tech-
nological substitution should reflect the local nature of natural
resources.

This paper introduces the model FTT:Power (Future Tech-
nology Transformations in the Power sector), a dynamic model
of the global power sector based on market price competition,
technological substitution and resource use and depletion. It
is the first member of a family of bottom-up dynamic tech-
nology substitution models, built as components for E3MG.
FTT:Power makes use of a dynamic set of coupled logistic dif-
ferential equations, similar to those used to represent population
growth (Verhulst, 1838) and competition in biological systems
(Lotka, 1925, Volterra, 1939). Logistic functions have been
shown to be successful at representing historical technological
transitions (Grubler et al., 1999). There exists an extensive lit-
erature where logistic systems of equations have been used in
the analysis of growth and competition in markets (Bass, 1969,
Sharig and Kabir, 1976, Bhargava, 1989, Morris and Pratt,
2003), and specifically in energy markets by Marchetti and Na-
kicenovic (1978). The subject has been explored more recently
by Anderson and Winne (2007), where they introduced a fam-
ily of coupled differential logistic equations to represent energy
technology transitions. Their system is not dynamic, however,
and leads to static results when technology costs do not change,
and furthermore lack appropriate symmetry properties. Mean-
while, current energy technology substitution models generally
fail to reproduce the sigmoid (S -shaped) character of techno-
logical transitions that stem from their dynamic nature. Most
models use instead procedures of energy systems optimisation
based on cost minimisation, which produces optimal equilib-
rium solutions. They lack the intrinsic time constants (of the
order of 50 to 100 years) associated with technological tran-
sitions, and smoothing of changes in time are often imposed
exogenously.

The FTT:Power model is based on a dynamic set of coupled
logistic differential equations which represents gradual tech-
nological substitution processes. It is parametrised by natu-
ral time constants which determine the rates at which techno-
logical transitions can occur. It uses a probabilistic treatment
of investor decision-making using local distributions of cost
values and resulting likelihood of technological switching. It
allows for non-rational investor behaviour, assuming that the
trend rather than individual actions is oriented towards choos-
ing lowest cost technologies. Due to the long time constants
involved, which are associated with lifetimes and construction
times, however, the model does not reach an equilibrium state
as it would in an optimisation of the system for cost minimi-
sation, unless all parameters were to remain stable for periods
several times longer than these time constants.

The model is designed to calculate in parallel the dynamic
evolution of local energy landscapes in 20 world regions based
on local cost values. These are constructed using a standard
framework which includes components representing policy de-
cisions such as taxes and carbon markets, experience curves
and the availability of natural resources and their cost. The
treatment of natural resource use and depletion is inspired by
that featured in the TIMER model, which defines global sets

of local cost-supply curves (Bouwman et al., 2006, Hoogwijk,
2004, Hoogwijk et al., 2004, 2005, 2009, Rogner, 1997), but
expanded to include a representation of uncertainty and evo-
lution in resource assessments. As an integral part of E3MG,
FTT:Power is designed to reproduce feedback interactions be-
tween the global economy and the energy sector, which occurs
through the energy demand, itself highly influenced by energy
prices. Electricity prices are derived through FTT:Power with
the marginal costs of each technology, which depend on those
of natural resources and technology.

This paper is divided into three sections. The logistic model
of technology substitution in differential equation form and the
associated probabilistic approach to local cost distributions are
first introduced. We discuss the effects of technological learn-
ing onto cost values, and thus to decision making, given local
policy portfolios. We then describe how this equation is con-
strained using a simple representation of technological limits
imposed by local grid networks. The second section introduces
our framework of natural resource use and depletion featuring
an explicit representation of uncertainty in global resource dis-
tributions and availability. This is finally followed by the pre-
sentation of one set of global results in order to explore and
understand the properties of FTT:Power. For this purpose, the
model was run for this paper by itself without feedback with
E3MG, in order to avoid the significant increase in complex-
ity of the model when feedback effects are present. The results
were obtained using two sets of simplified global policy port-
folios, a baseline and a mitigation scenario. We discuss the
appearance of a phenomenon we name the energy technology
ladder, which emerges from the complexity of the set of equa-
tions at the root of FTT:Power. This effect is a clear represen-
tation of irreversible and path dependent induced technological
change and the way in which the energy sector might evolve
in high mitigation scenarios in order to achieve high levels of
decarbonisation efficiently at low costs. This result stems from
our dynamic approach rather than being imposed through a cost
minimisation procedure and associated assumption of market
equilibrium, and is consistent with the non-equilibrium Post-
Keynesian approach of E3MG. Additional information regard-
ing FTT:Power can be found in Mercure (2011).

2. Dynamics as a set of differential equations

2.1. The shares equation

We introduce the central assumption of our model by present-
ing a probabilistic framework designed to represent the results
of local decision-making by investors in the electricity sector.
The electricity sector sees a local varying demand for power
to which it reacts by attitudes regarding the building of new or
maintaining existing power stations. On the ground, investors
are faced with a choice between several avenues, and they per-
form a comparison of the Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE,
defined in section 2.3). This cost, however, is not strictly well
defined, since a large number of aspects of very local nature
affect the cost of specific projects, such as the length of power
lines or the cost of land, and decisional issues which may or
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Figure 1: Top Probability distributions fi(C,Ci) and f j(C,C j) of cost values
for two technologies i and j based on real recently experienced costs. The
number of units of technology j that come out at a cost cheaper than the median
value of the distribution of technology i corresponds to red shaded area, a value
much smaller than that of the reverse, which is the blue area. Bot. Cumulative
probability distribution functions for i and j.

may not lead to a rational choice of the option with the low-
est LCOE. We therefore take costs as being distributed when
examined from an aggregated viewpoint at the regional or na-
tional level, in order to avoid looking into the details of these
local aspects. Therefore, even if one particular technology is on
average less expensive than another, there are almost always in-
dividual cases where it is the reverse that is true, and therefore a
probabilistic treatment is appropriate. Thus we assume that it is
the trend rather than individual decisions which leans towards
technologies with lower LCOEs.

We define fi(C,Ci) as a probability distribution of the cost of
technology i based on real recent instances of the cost of new
units (taken from IEA (2010a)), which has a median value C i.
The probability, when building a new unit, that it comes at a cost
lower than the value C is the cumulative probability distribution
Fi(C,Ci). For two technologies i and j, the fraction of new units
of j whose cost turn out lower than the median value of i is
F j(Ci,C j), while the fraction of units of i whose cost is lower
than the median of j is Fi(C j,Ci). These can also be expressed
in terms of the cost difference ΔCi j. This is shown in figure 1.
Using these arguments, the differential shares equation can be
constructed.

We model technology switching using a pairwise comparison
of costs, and flows of units of market shares S i of different tech-
nologies, that is, the shares of electricity generation capacity.
We will demonstrate that this is equivalent to a simultaneous
comparison of the costs of all options. We first determine the
likely number of energy production units flowing from category
j towards category i, denoted ΔS j→i. The number of units of
market share that can flow away from technology j is a fraction
of the existing fleet, and therefore is proportional to the market

share itself S j. The rate, therefore, at which power plants of
category j will be closed down, if none are scrapped before the
end of their lifetime τ j, is S j/τ j. Meanwhile, the rate at which
technology i can grow is also proportional to its share of the
market. This is similar to population growth: the technology
is assumed to ‘breed’ itself, an assumption which reflects the
growing ability of an industry to expand as its sales increase,
and forms the basis of the logistic based market competition lit-
erature (Bass, 1969, Sharig and Kabir, 1976, Bhargava, 1989,
Morris and Pratt, 2003). The rate at which technology i can
grow is inversely proportional to the building time t i, and is
therefore S i/ti. In a unit of time dt, where t is measured in
years throughout, we assume that the number of units flowing
from j to i is proportional to the probability that the cost of i is
less than that of j, Fi(C j,Ci), and conversely, leading to

ΔS j→i ∝ S j

τ j

S i

ti
Fi(ΔCi j)Δt

ΔS i→ j ∝ S i

τi

S j

t j
F j(ΔC ji)Δt.

These aggregate movements are completely independent of
each other: they stem from every individual substitution event
where investors make a specific choice and where costs differ
for local reasons which we ignore here. There results a net flow,
which is the difference between these two terms, denoted ΔS i j,
and represents every substitution event that occurs during the
time interval Δt. In order to find the total number of units flow-
ing towards i from all other technologies, we perform the sum
of ΔS i j over j, which yields the shares equation central to this
model:

ΔS i =
∑

j

S iS j

(
Ai jFi(ΔCi j) − AjiF j(−ΔCi j)

)
Δt, (1)

where Ai j = K/τit j is a matrix of substitution frequencies,
which is not symmetrical, with K a time scaling constant.1 This
matrix contains all the natural time constants associated with
induced technological change. This reasoning is based on com-
parison of technology costs over each possible pairs. It can be
seen by substituting i for j that the order this calculation is per-
formed does not change the result, and therefore is equivalent
to a simultaneous comparison of all costs.

2.2. Induced Technological Change

One of the most important drivers of change in the electricity
sector is the cost reduction that stems from technological learn-
ing, and have been included in several energy models, notably
in the preceding energy submodel of E3MG (Koehler et al.,
2006). It is well established that the repetitive production of
goods gives rise to improvements in production methods and
economies of scale that lead to cost reductions, and these de-
pend directly on the number of units produced (Arrow, 1962).
Moreover, the functional form of the experience curve is very
simple, it is that of a power law of which the negative exponent,
denoted −bi here, is related to the progress rate (IEA, 2000,
Berglund and Soderholm, 2006). Thus, the logarithm of the
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cost of production Ci relative to an initial value depends lin-
early on the logarithm of the total number of units W i sold since
the very first one came out of the factory. In linear terms, the
experience curve is expressed as

Ci(t) = C0,i

(
Wi(t)
W0,i

)−bi

, (2)

where C0,i is the cost associated with the cumulative number
of units W0,i produced up to an arbitrary starting time t = 0.
Values for W0 are not trivial to find in the cases of old tech-
nologies since they involve the number of units currently op-
erating but also the total number of units which have been
abandoned or demolished; learning is however minimal in such
cases. Where learning is important, with newer technologies,
these correspond approximately to the current number of cur-
rently installed units since most of them are still in operation.
The learning process can also be seen in an incremental way,
through the accumulation of knowledge, expressed as

ΔCi = −bi
Ci

Wi
ΔWi, (3)

which involves implicitly starting values C0,i and W0,i, and is
equivalent to the previous equation.

Technology categories for learning and those represented in a
model may not necessarily coincide, and thus a certain amount
of mixing, or knowledge spillover, may have to be included. In
other words, particular sets of categories may be closely related
technologically and a learning spillover matrix Bi j should be
defined in order to calculate an effective Wi from incremental
positive capacity additions:

Wi(t) =
∑

j

Bi j

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∫ t

0

( dUj(τ)
dτ + δ jU j(τ)

)
dτ,

dUj(τ)
dτ > 0∫ t

0
δ jU j(τ)dτ,

dUj(τ)
dτ ≤ 0

,

where U j is the capacity of technology j (defined below in
eq. 6). This equation thus insures that knowledge is shared be-
tween related technologies 2. There exists an extensive litera-
ture on learning and progress rates for all sorts of goods beyond
the electricity sector (see for instance Koehler et al. (2006), Pan
and Koehler (2007), Grubler et al. (1999)). Within the power
sector, learning rates have been compiled in both IEA (2000)
and McDonald and Schrattenholzer (2001).

The consequences of including experience curves are very
important and lead to strong non-linearities in any model due
to their strong associated concavity (Berglund and Soderholm,
2006), and lead to systems with multiple equilibrium values or
none altogether (Grubb et al., 2002). They moreover produce a
strong path dependence, an effect we consider fundamental to
the process of technological change. Since cost reductions de-
pend on the ratio of Wi/W0,i according to an inverse power law,
new technologies see higher cost changes than mature ones for
identical numbers of additional sales. New expensive technolo-
gies have the potential to become less expensive than mature
ones given that enough units are produced. Therefore, in a
market where investors choose according to costs, new tech-
nologies require government R&D investment and subsidies

in order to become competitive, so-called market push poli-
cies (Nemet, 2009). However, with learning, such technolo-
gies may in time pass a competitiveness threshold, after which
an avalanche effect can happen, where learning results in more
units sold, which results in more learning and so on, and consti-
tutes an induced technological change. No single equilibrium
solution exists since costs depend on paths, and an unlimited
number of paths can be followed, which depend primarily on
the assortment of possible policy decisions. These effects are
inherently dynamic in nature, and are thus appropriately repre-
sented by a dynamic set of logistic differential equations con-
nected to experience curves, which lead naturally to a behaviour
very close to the observed S -shaped technological transitions,
as explored for instance by Grubler et al. (1999).

2.3. Levelised cost of electricity
Investors in the power sector face complex decisions involv-

ing a very large number of parameters. However, a standard
framework exists which is used by most of the industry world-
wide, that of the LCOE. It is not the focus in this work to review
this framework, and we refer the reader to the recent report by
the IEA (2010a) on the costs of various electricity generation
technologies. We thus use the LCOE in the following form,

LCOEi(t) =

∑τi
t=0

T Ii(t)+OMi(t)+FCi (t)+CCi (t)
(1+r)t∑τi

t=0
EPi(t)
(1+r)t

, (4)

where T Ii denotes the specific technology investment cost, OMi

the operation and maintenance costs, FCi the fuel costs, CCi the
carbon cost component associated with emissions allowances
or taxes where applicable, r the discount rate and EPi is the
energy that the power station is expected to produce. The LCOE
is the cost which is compared in the shares equation. Since
all components of the LCOE can be taken as distributions, the
LCOE is also itself a distribution.

2.4. Complete set of variables
The evolution of the shares S i, as given above, correspond to

changes in the composition of the electricity generation G i, in
GWh,

Gi(t) = Ui(t)CFi(t) = UtotS i(t)CFi(t), (5)

Utot =
∑

i

Ui,

where, Ui is the capacity in units of GW, CFi is the capacity (or
load) factor, defined as the average fraction of time that a unit
runs at full output, times a constant of conversion between G i

and Ui of 8760 h/y. The capacity Ui can therefore be expressed
as

Ui(t) =
S i(t)D(t)

CF(t)
, (6)

CF(t) =
∑

i

S i(t)CFi(t),

where D(t) is the electricity demand at time t and CF is the
weighed average of the capacity factor over the whole electric-
ity sector. Changes in capacity stem from independent changes
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in three variables, S i, D and CF, emphasising three possible
processes. This can be expressed in differential form,

dUi =
S i

CF
dD +

D

CF
dS i − S iD

CF
2
dCF, (7)

where the first term expresses changes in capacity due to
changes in electricity demand, the second due to changes in
the composition of the electricity sector, and the third due to
changes in the efficiency at which the electricity sector is used.

Investment I(t) in new generation capacity correspond to pos-
itive changes in Ui times their cost Ci:

Ii(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ci(t)

(
dUi(t)

dt + δiUi(t)
)
, dUi(t)

dt > 0

Ci(t)δiUi(t),
dUi(t)

dt < 0
(8)

where δi is the rate of power plant decommissioning equal to
the inverse of the lifetime τi.

Finally, from Gi(t) and emissions factors obtained from the
IPCC Guidelines (IPCC, 2006), it is straightforward to calcu-
late the GHG emissions that stem from electricity production.
Defining αi as the emission factors, GHG emissions and cumu-
lative emissions are

E(t) =
∑

i

αiGi(t), (9)

Etot(t) =

∫ t

0

∑
i

αiGi(t′)dt′. (10)

The carbon cost component of the LCOE is proportional to α i

times the price of carbon, where we neglect efficiency improve-
ments within technology categories.

2.5. Technical Constraints

The shares equation treats every technology equally. How-
ever, real world electricity grids face complex optimisation
problems due to fluctuations in time of both demand and sup-
ply. While the demand varies according to consumer habits,
the supply fluctuates according to the varying nature of some
natural resources such as wind and solar irradiation. For grid
stability, demand and supply must be met at every second, and
therefore some flexibility must exist to make both meet. This
is done with power plants which have the ability to vary their
output rapidly, such as combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) or
hydroelectric dams. However, a large fraction of the electricity
generation comes from power stations which do not have the
ability to vary their output, but have constant power production
(i.e. base load systems), such as nuclear reactors or coal power
stations, or have an uncontrollable variable output, such as so-
lar panels or wind turbines. Figure 2 sketches a typical daily
demand and supply situation, where in green is represented the
variable renewables contribution, while in red is shown the base
load generation. UD is the power demand during a day, and
therefore energy units correspond to areas. We observe that
the area in blue, which during a day may be required to vary
between zero and a large fraction of the total output, must be
covered by flexible energy systems with fast slew rates. These

Figure 2: Sketch of a hypothetical profile of daily power demand UD(tD) as a
function of the time of day tD , expressed in capacity units (GW), and how it
might be met by various types of supply. Areas represent amounts of energy.
The green area is the supply of variable renewable energy, while the red rect-
angle is the base load supply. The difference between the sum of these and the
demand must be met by flexible systems that can vary their output from zero
to a large fraction of the total demand, shown as a blue area. D(t)/TD is the
average daily power demand and TD is the length of a day. Double arrows on
the right correspond to the shares of capacity.

flexible systems can, however, also contribute to base load pro-
duction.

We classify generation technology into three categories,
S Base, S Var and S Flex , which correspond in order to the base
load technologies, the variable renewables and the flexible sys-
tems. In real national power systems, the hierarchical choice of
power stations follows the so-called merit order principle (see
for instance IEA (2010a)), where power units are invoked in or-
der of cost as the demand grows, starting with base load power
stations, costly diesel units being reserved for relatively rare
demand spikes. We attempt here, however, to avoid simulating
such a system and replace it with a set of simple rules. Flexi-
ble systems are rewarded for their reduced number of hours of
use per day, or capacity factor, by a higher price of electricity.
This preferential treatment stems from the reduced supply, out
of the total capacity, of units able to ramp output up and down
fast. We take a fairly strong assumption which significantly re-
duces the complexity of the problem, which is that the average
price at which electricity is sold to the grid by power plants
during operating time times their capacity factor is equal for all
technologies. In other words, flexible systems are rewarded by
higher electricity prices such that they make the same amount
of profit per unit energy as base load systems.

Based on this assumption, the situation depicted in figure 2
can be summarised by using the following parameters. We
define as ΔUD the height of the daily peak demand function
UD(tD) averaged yearly, where tD is the time of day, relative
to the lowest daily demand value. We assume that the demand
D(t)/TD is the average daily power demand at year t. There-
fore, if enough storage was available to cover any area above
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D(t)/TD, denoted ΔD, no flexible systems would be needed,
but it is unlikely given the large scale this amount of energy 3.
We thus assign to the storage generation capacity the variable
Us (in GW) and to the energy storage the variable E s (in GWh).
The constraint is then expressed as two inequalities:

S FlexCFFlex + S VarCFVar ≥ CF

(
ΔD
D
+

UVarTD

D
− Es

D

)
,

S Flex − S Var ≥
(
ΔUD

Utot
− Us

Utot

)
, (11)

where D is the yearly average demand, the same value as in
eq. 6, and CFFlex (and similarly for CFVar) is calculated as an
average of the capacity factor over all flexible systems:

CFFlex =
1

S Flex

∑
i=Flex

S iCFi.

The first these inequalities expresses the constraint on amounts
of energy, where flexible systems are required to produce the
blue area in figure 2, while the second expresses the require-
ment in terms of reserve capacity of flexible systems, which
must cover ΔUD plus the complete capacity of variable sys-
tems for when the natural resource is not available (i.e. for
instance when the wind does not blow). The requirement on
shares of flexible capacity given by the second inequality is in-
dicated with the double arrow on the right of figure 2.

These inequalities can be transformed into limits for the
value of shares. They can be interpreted in several ways. For
instance, we may ask what is the minimum share of capacity al-
lowed of flexible systems S Flex given the amount of storage U s

and the share of capacity of variable systems S Var. But we may
also ask what is the maximum for S Var given S Flex and the other
parameters. This is summarised by the following definition for
the limits on share values (denoted with a hat):

Ŝ i = ±
[(
ΔUD

Utot
− Us

Utot

)
+ S Var − S Flex

]
+ S i, (12)

where the first term is positive if i refers to flexible output and
negative if it refers to variable renewables 4. The share of base
load systems is not limited but takes the rest of the demand.

These constraints must be applied to the shares equation
(eq. 1). It is done according to the assumption that investment
into specific technologies slows down when investors feel ner-
vous about seeing their capacity unused for grid stability is-
sues. Thus we can define a probability of reducing investment
g(S i, Ŝ i) near the limit given by eq. 12, and associated cumula-
tive probability distribution of investing given whether the sys-
tem has past that limit or not, G(S i, Ŝ i), which goes to zero past
the limit. Systems can have either an upper limit or a lower
limit depending on their nature. The central term of the shares
equation can thus be rewritten as

Ai jFi(ΔCi j)Gmax
i Gmin

j − AjiF j(−ΔCi j)Gmax
j Gmin

i ,

where Gmax
i represents the probability of investing given S i and

an upper limit Ŝ i for technology i, if it has one (i.e. if i is a

variable system), while Gmin
i represents a lower limit, if appli-

cable (i.e. if i is a flexible system). Past an upper limit, units
of shares cannot flow into a category but can flow away from
it. Conversely, past a lower limit share units cannot flow away
from a category but can flow in.

2.6. Simple numerical examples with four categories
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Figure 3: Examples of calculations using the shares equation in different situ-
ations, where constant costs are assumed, with C1 = 1.3C4, C2 = 1.1C4 and
C3 = 1.05C4, associated with S1, S 2, S 3 and S 4. a) Starting shares of 97%
for S 1, 1% for the others, no limits are imposed. b) Starting shares of 69% for
S 1, 29% for S 2 and 1% for the others, no limits are imposed. c) Shares as in
a) using upper limits of 20% and 30% for S3 and S 4. d) Shares as in a) using
upper limits as in c) with the additional lower limit of 40% for S1.

We present a brief exploration of market competition as mod-
eled by the shares equation, shown in figure 3. The system is
defined with four technology categories, the shares of which
sum to one, denoted S 1 to S 4, using identical cost distributions
profiles but with different median values, and Ai j = 1. The con-
stant median cost values are given in terms of the lowest value
C4: C1 = 1.3C4, C2 = 1.1C4 and C3 = 1.05C4. Two situations
are given without share limits, in a) and b), and two with some
limiting, in c) and d).

In a), most of the market is given to S 1, the most expensive
technology, with 97% and 1% for the other three. We observe
that with time, S 1 gradually loses the market while the three
competitors increase their share exponentially, consistent with
the small share limit of a logistic equation. However, compe-
tition later arises between these three, where only one, the less
expensive S 4, wins the whole market. Therefore, with an un-
constrained shares equation with constant costs, the technology
with lowest cost always eventually wins. This corresponds to
an equilibrium state which occurs at a times longer than several
times the natural time constant associated with these technol-
ogy changes, of order of several decades. In b), a larger share is
given to S 2. We observe that S 2 initially increases its share de-
spite the fact that two other technologies have lower costs. This
is consistent with a population growth phenomenon, where a
larger population, albeit having a lower birth rate, is able to
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grow faster than a small population. Given enough time, how-
ever, the technology with lowest cost still wins in the equilib-
rium limit.

We now introduce limiting, first in c), where upper limits of
20% and 30% were given to S 3 and S 4. We observe that these
saturate at their limit, and the remaining market is taken by S 2,
the second most expensive technology. Therefore, with limits,
it is not the least expensive that wins the whole market, and we
obtain a stable heterogenous system. Adding a lower limit of
40% for S 1, we see that all limited technologies become locked
to their limit and that the unlimited technology S 2 becomes sta-
ble.

3. Natural resource use and depletion

3.1. The cost-supply probability distribution framework
Regional energy landscapes are defined by the local avail-

ability of natural resources. Local resources can be assessed
and ranked in order of cost of extraction. Naturally, a regional
electricity sector will develop according to these, unless trad-
ing with neighbouring regions provides a more cost-effective
solution. The feasibility of a global transition from fossil fu-
els to sustainable energy sources strongly depends on assess-
ments of global natural resources. These, as given in for in-
stance the World Energy Assessment (UNDP, 2000a,b) are in-
complete when they do not provide associated cost distribu-
tions. When natural resources occur with low energy densities,
in some cases, the underlying assumption to the idea of har-
nessing such sources implies unrealistically large capital invest-
ments, such as, for instance, installing large numbers of wind
turbines on many low wind speed sites. The resulting expected
aggregated energy production may be very large, but in reality
no investor would be willing to undertake such an unprofitable
venture that involves large production costs per unit energy.

The framework of cost-supply curves, widely used after the
work of Rogner (1997) and taken again by Hoogwijk et al.
(2004, 2005, 2009), Hoogwijk (2004) for their assessments of
wind, solar and biomass global energy potentials and used for
instance in the TIMER model (Bouwman et al., 2006) addresses
this question. We extend here this approach to include the miss-
ing treatment of uncertainty and the availability and evolution
of knowledge with respect to natural resources. We use these
definitions as one of the central aspects driving the shares equa-
tion in FTT:Power, in order to produce meaningful regional en-
ergy landscapes. This framework is depicted in figure 4.

We define the density n(C) of units of energy, for non-
renewable sources, or units of energy flows, for renewable
sources, as a function of their cost of extraction C (see figure 4
panel a). This corresponds to a histogram of the number of en-
ergy units that can be extracted for a cost within a certain range
ΔC. Data points in this density function possess an uncertainty
value (schematically depicted using error bars), corresponding
to the lack of exact knowledge over the number of energy units
that can be extracted within a particular cost range. The number
of units that can be extracted for a cost lower than the arbitrary
value C′ is the integral of the density n(C) up to C ′, that we de-
note N(C′) (panel b). This function converges towards a unique

value at high C ′, which corresponds to the total technical po-
tential, and is the total area under the density n(C). Note that
the associated uncertainty grows cumulatively. This relation-
ship can be inverted in order to express the cost of extracting
an additional unit of energy or energy flow after N have al-
ready been exploited, denoted C(N) (panel c). This cost-supply
relationship diverges at the total technical potential. The diver-
gence corresponds to, for example, the installation of a diverg-
ing number of wind turbines on a very large number of sites
with vanishingly small average wind speeds, but nevertheless
giving a finite amount of energy flows. Using uncertainty val-
ues, one can in principle determine three cost-supply curves in
order to define a confidence range for where the real actual cost-
supply curve may lie. This replaces the traditional cost-supply
curve by a probability distribution that reflects imperfect knowl-
edge. Panel d depicts this, where the red curves determine the
90% confidence level, and the blue curve corresponds to the
most probable set of values.

Uncertainty in the determination of natural resource avail-
ability is notable in the case of fossil fuel reserves and re-
sources. Rogner (1997) paints a clear picture of the process
of fossil reserve expansion. In this view, discoveries of de-
posits of hydrocarbons expand known resources, but their costs
of extraction are highly uncertain5. However, with technolog-
ical learning and additional exploration, knowledge over cost
values improves but costs also gradually decrease, resulting in
a flow from uncertain and costly resources to known and eco-
nomic reserves. Thus, as time progresses into the future, the
cost-supply curves of fossil resources become better and better
defined, an effect that can strictly only be described by a prob-
ability distribution defined now based on current knowledge,
which determines the set of probable future paths.

3.2. Cost-supply curves in FTT:Power

Cost-supply curves are necessary to define the level of use
of each natural resource in a model for electricity production
such as FTT:Power. The underlying assumption is that within a
specific world region, units of a particular resource will be used
in order of cost to the best of current knowledge. In the case of
wind power for instance, wind sites with particularly good wind
speed distributions and low turbulence properties are likely to
be developed first, furthermore in areas where they are likely
to be socially accepted and where land is affordable. All these
aspects should therefore be included in such assessments, an
effort which has been done by Hoogwijk et al. in an extensive
assessments of global wind potentials (Hoogwijk et al., 2004).
However, the level up to which resources are used depends en-
tirely on the availability and cost of all alternatives which can
be used to produce electricity in that region in order to meet the
demand.

This is precisely what is done in FTT:Power, where cost sup-
ply curves are used for every calculation of the LCOE as de-
fined by eq. 4. This is an aspect of central importance, since
the complete set of cost-supply curves maintain the calculation
within boundaries defined according to a complete set of total
technical potentials and thus yields reasonable results of natural
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Figure 4: a) Sketch of a hypothetical density n(C) of cost ranked energy or energy flow units available within cost range C up to C +ΔC, with associated uncertainty
indicated using error bars. b) Number of energy or energy flow units N(C) available for a cost of extraction below the arbitrary value C. c) The cost C(N)of
extracting an additional energy or energy flow unit given that N were already exploited, commonly called the cost-supply curve d) Cost-supply curve defined as a
probability distribution, where the red curves indicate the 90% confidence level range and the blue curve the most probable cost-supply curve.

resource use. Additionally, a marginal cost of electricity pro-
duction can simply be derived using the LCOE averaged over
all technologies,

∑
i S i × LCOEi (S i being the shares of capac-

ity), and used with additional information regarding taxes and
profit margins to determine the price of electricity. The price
of energy carriers being important for the global economy, as
represented for instance in E3MG, this aspect of the model has
a deep influence over future projections of energy demand and
supply and associated effects on economic activity. Moreover,
cost-supply curves inherently track closely resource depletion.

The set of cost-supply curves in a specific world region define
a marginal cost of electricity production, and therefore results
in all world regions having different prices of electricity. In a
real world, this inevitably results in electricity trading between
regions which have their grids connected, from resource poor
to resource rich regions. Examples of this are the sale of im-
portant amounts of Canadian or Scandinavian hydroelectricity
in American or European markets respectively. Thus except for
closed energy markets, the level of use of natural resources for
electricity production determined through cost-supply curves
of world regions should therefore additionally depend on each
other. The details and effects of energy trading between the 20
E3MG regions within FTT:Power are complex and will be ex-
plored elsewhere.

FTT:Power uses deterministic cost-supply curves, or in other
words, a single curve amongst all possible paths defined by the
probability distribution of figure 4 d). Although the decision
making underlying the shares equation (eq. 1) should include
an assessment of risk and uncertainty in investment, a subject

which is not the scope of the present work but will be the theme
of a subsequent paper, the uncertainty over natural resources
does not influence the choices of investors directly. This is due
to the fact that the cost-supply curve always has a vanishing un-
certainty at the current level of natural resource use, exempli-
fied by a well defined price. It is the level of future use which
is uncertain, generally beyond the typical time horizon for ca-
pacity investment. Thus, at every time step of the simulation,
resource availability and costs as seen by investors should be
well defined quantities, without uncertainty. It is the number
of possible futures which is large. The determination of uncer-
tainty over predictions therefore requires runs of the model us-
ing large numbers of possible deterministic cost-supply curves
derived from probability distributions akin to that in figure 4 d),
for all sectors. Monte-Carlo techniques are thus the appropriate
way forward in order to define confidence levels attributed to
future predictions, an aspect we treat as essential in the formu-
lation of this model, and will be explored in detail elsewhere.

4. Results

4.1. Model parameters and assumptions

The implementation of FTT:Power which was used to pro-
duce the results presented here was made with the definition
of 24 energy technologies and one single world region, along
with global cost-supply curves for 13 types of resources, some
of which are used by several competing energy technologies.
As a standalone model, it essentially requires a curve for en-
ergy demand and starting values for the capacities U i, and is
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Figure 5: Model results for two sets of assumptions, a baseline (left panels) and a mitigation (right panels) scenarios. The top panels show the capacities Ui for
24 energy technologies, while the bottom two show electricity generation Gi as areas that sum up to the total electricity demand. For Gi, related categories were
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able to calculate energy capacity and generation from eqns 5
and 6. For the sake of exploring the properties of FTT:Power
and presenting results which stem from the simplest assump-
tions, we have excluded any feedback with the global economy,
from electricity demand and through electricity prices, by run-
ning the model by itself without E3MG. Therefore, we used an
exogenous electricity demand curve.

Components of the LCOE were derived from both recent IEA
data (IEA, 2010a) and from a set of global cost-supply curves.
These curves were constructed from an ensemble of sources in
order to produce a complete set (Rogner, 1997, Hoogwijk et al.,
2004, 2005, 2009, Hoogwijk, 2004, Themelis and Ulloa, 2007,
Mock et al., 1997). As a global model, the assumption is made
of perfect electricity trading worldwide, such that every type of
resource is available everywhere, an assumption which is done
here for the convenience of obtaining simple representative re-
sults which exclude the additional complexity of energy trad-
ing, but which will be dropped in the subsequent definition of
cost-supply curves for 20 world regions that coincide with those
of E3MG, an aspect of FTT:Power which is not the focus of the
present work. The results that we present, although highly ag-
gregated, are of interest in themselves and in how they depict
the technology substitution processes through which a transi-
tion towards a low carbon electricity sector may occur in the
future.

We present here results for two simple scenarios, a baseline
where no mitigation effort is made but CO2 pricing exists, and
a scenario where emissions are decreased through reducing the
number of allowances such that the price for allowances in-
creases exponentially (in real 2008 dollars). We thus assumed
a constant price of carbon of 22$/t CO2 in the baseline sce-

nario, while in the mitigation scenario the price of carbon is the
same initially but increases by 1% per year. Therefore, both
starting points are identical, such that a diverging evolution of
the nature of new energy capacity can be observed, entirely at-
tributable to the difference in the price of carbon. The price of
carbon is fed back into the system through the carbon compo-
nent of the LCOE (eq. 4), where a high discount rate of 10%
was used6. Therefore, an economic incentive to depart from
heavily emitting technologies and edge towards more efficient
systems is created. For simplicity, however, no feed-in tariffs
or subsidies were assumed for any of the renewable categories,
and therefore wind and solar systems do not appear in the re-
sults. Both scenarios use an identical demand function, which
was derived from that of the New Policies Scenario of the World
Energy Outlook 2010 (IEA, 2010b). It was extended beyond
2035 assuming a slightly decreasing growth rate, chosen as a
good example rather than for accuracy. In the real world, the
demand is expected to be reduced in mitigation scenarios where
increases in production costs due to an increasing price of car-
bon or technology switching is likely to be passed on to the
consumer through increasing electricity prices. Such an effect
would constitute a direct result of feedback between FTT:Power
and E3MG.

4.2. Model Outputs

Figure 5 presents the results for the capacity Ui(t) (top pan-
els) and the power generation Gi(t) (bottom panels), the latter
being represented as coloured areas which sum up to the total
electricity demand. The baseline is shown in the left panels,
while the mitigation scenario is shown in the right panels. The
baseline scenario is dominated by coal fueled power stations,
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except for a sizable amount of hydroelectricity, which is seen to
rapidly increase initially before converging towards a capacity
of about 1.5 TW worldwide. This is due to the fact that a large
fraction of the world’s total hydroelectric potential is already
developed, and that costs rise very rapidly with additional dams
being built. Thus, this particular single world region calculation
predicts a scarcity of suitable economic sites for hydroelectric
projects to arise in around 2025 7. The remaining demand is
covered mostly by coal power stations and combined cycle gas
turbines (CCGT).

The mitigation scenario exhibits more richness with a larger
variety of substitution events triggered by the increasing price
of carbon. Hydroelectricity appears hardly affected by the dif-
ference in assumptions. However, as the price of carbon in-
creases, coal is gradually phased out starting in around 2050,
where CCGT takes the lead. This is due to the much increased
efficiency of CCGT, which emits less GHGs per unit of en-
ergy compared to conventional coal. Simple CCGT systems
are however in turn gradually phased out from 2080 onwards
to be replaced by systems with negative emissions, biomass
integrated gasification combined cycle (BIGCC) power plants
with carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology. Since such
systems capture CO2 from the atmosphere through growing
biomass crops, and subsequently sequestrate it into permanent
storage, they effectively emit a negative amount of CO2 into
the atmosphere. Such a process should in principle be associ-
ated to a generation of emissions allowances which can be sold
onto the carbon market, and thus generate income, resulting in
a negative cost component in the LCOE.

CO2 emissions reductions resulting from this mitigation sce-
nario are substantial. In comparison to the baseline, power sec-
tor emissions peak at a value of around 17 GtCO2/y in 2045,
compared to 22 GtCO2/y for the baseline. In 2080, complete
decarbonisation of the power sector is achieved, as opposed
to emissions of 28 GtCO2/y for the baseline. After this date,
emissions rapidly become negative through CO2 sequestration
of emissions generated from the combustion of biomass fu-
els. Thus, the cumulative emissions reach a peak in 2080 of
1000 GtCO2 relative to 2010, and decrease afterwards. We em-
phasise our use of an energy demand curve derived from the
New Policies Scenario of the IEA (IEA, 2010b), which does
not include significant demand reduction measures in the miti-
gation effort. Emissions are expected to be reduced further by
such measures through a decreased global supply of electricity.
However, large uncertainties arise associated with the electri-
fication of various other energy services which do not rely on
electricity, such as heat and transport, which also have the po-
tential to alter significantly the global demand for power. The
electrification of such services could lead to major emissions
reduction if the power sector is itself already decarbonised, but
could also lead to major increases if it is not, through large effi-
ciency losses (for instance by replacing auto fuels by coal based
electricity).

4.3. The energy technology ladder
The technological transitions presented above in the miti-

gation scenario are typical of the type of effect that are ob-

served in FTT:Power when technological change is favoured
by policy assumptions such as an increasing price of carbon.
These results are strikingly similar to technological transitions
observed historically as reported by Marchetti and Nakicen-
ovic (Marchetti and Nakicenovic, 1978) and by Grubler et al.
(Grubler et al., 1999). Several such technological transitions
should be expected in a high mitigation scenario aimed for in-
stance at the decarbonisation of the energy sector. Due to the
gradual nature of learning and the continuous increase of the
price of carbon, this transformation is likely to be eased by the
appearance of transient states. Rather than jumping directly
to the lowest emission technologies immediately, the system
adopts intermediate solutions which it subsequently phases out.
Due to the lifetime of systems, it cannot perform the transitions
faster than the time it takes for power plants to come to the
end of their useful life. Power stations are gradually replaced
by other types with lower emissions, which are in turn also re-
placed by yet more efficient ones, and so on. We name this
effect the energy technology ladder.

We sketch this phenomenon graphically in figure 6. We first
rank energy technologies in terms of their factor of GHG emis-
sions per unit energy and denote them i, i + 1, i + 2, and so
on, where i corresponds to currently dominating heavy emit-
ting coal power stations. In all panels, the dashed line repre-
sents the total electricity demand, while the solid lines are the
power generation by individual technologies. The grey line rep-
resents the price of carbon in a different set of arbitrary units.
In panel a, without an increase in carbon price, one slow tran-
sition may possibly take place, driven by learning and, for in-
stance, conversion efficiency and relative price of fuels. In b,
however, the slowly increasing price of carbon triggers several
gradual substitutions in the power sector similarly to those ob-
served in the mitigation scenario shown above, where two sub-
stitution processes are observed. In c, a faster increase of the
price of carbon allows the appearance a larger number of sys-
tems, each with ever lower emission factors, going through four
substitution processes, and results in a final system with lower
total emissions. In b and c, equally spaced emission factors and
costs lead to evenly distributed substitution events as a function
of time. Emission factors are in reality not evenly distributed,
and rates of substitution are not expected to be identical due to
different system lifetimes and lead times. Real power systems
are likely to follow the more realistic picture shown in d, where
more than single substitution events may occur simultaneously
and at different rates.

The energy technology ladder is an effect which emerges
from the equations underlying FTT:Power in a variety of sets
of assumptions, whenever technological change is favoured. It
is a general result that stems from the combination of techno-
logical learning as given by experience curves (eq. 2) and a
shares equation based on a logistic set of differential equations
(eq. 1), and leads to classic sigmoid (S -shaped) technological
transitions. We stress that this property is not an equilibrium
property, and that not all technological substitutions made eco-
nomic by the price of carbon occur at any one time. This is due
to the dynamic nature of the shares equation, which takes fun-
damental account of sector growth time constants. Therefore,
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Figure 6: Sketch of the concept of the energy technology ladder, where energy technologies are gradually replaced as the price of emissions allowances increases.
The electricity generation by technology is shown as solid lines, the total electricity demand is the dashed line, while the price of emissions allowances is shown as
a grey curve. Technology i is replaced by i + 1, which in turn is replaced by i + 2 and so on, where at each point in time the mix of technology possesses a marginal
cost of abatement, the cost of an additional substitution towards technologies with lower emissions, equal to the price of emissions allowances. a.Without carbon
pricing, technological learning may still generate a slow technological transition. b. Low rate of increase of the price of allowances. c. High rate of increase. In this
case, many more intermediate technologies are used. d.More realistic picture with emission factors not evenly distributed and varying substitution rates.

by including the dynamics of growth, one cannot assume an
equality to exist between the price of carbon and the marginal
cost of abatement, since an equilibrium is never reached.

We moreover consider that other sectors of the economy
could be modeled in a similar way, and thus see logistic techno-
logical transitions and technology ladders. One of the sectors
of interest is transport, in which the world may see similar types
of technological transitions between, for instance, petrol based
vehicles and other types such electric cars or systems running
on biofuels. As shown by Grubler et al. (1999) for transport net-
works and infrastructure, this sector is likely to follow the same
logistic behaviour with its own set of time constants. Technol-
ogy transitions in the transport sector are likely to have massive
influence on the energy sector as a whole, and should thus be in-
cluded in any energy model in order to be complete, since both
systems are highly correlated to each other. Such a model for
transport is under consideration as a member of the FTT family
of bottom-up models connected with E3MG, FTT:Transport.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced in this work the model FTT:Power for
the simulation of global power systems based on a set of lo-
gistic differential equations and induced technological change.
The model was designed to be integrated as one member of the
FTT family of bottom-up models into the global macroecono-
metric model E3MG. Induced technological change arises with

learning, which in combination with logistic differential equa-
tions, leads to classic irreversible and path dependent S -shaped
technological transitions. Logistic differential equations offer
an appropriate treatment of the times involved in the transfor-
mation of technology for the power sector; in particular it leads
to exponential rises at low penetration, and saturation at high
penetration. Competition between technologies occurs through
a pairwise comparison of the LCOE, which we have demon-
strated is equivalent to a simultaneous comparison of the LCOE
of all options. Constraints related to the electrical grid and its
properties are expressed as limits on shares of technologies. Re-
strictions on natural resource cost-effective use and depletion
are provided by the use of probability distributions associated
with cost-supply curves, providing an appropriate treatment of
uncertainty in resource assessments.

An example of a calculation performed with FTT:Power for
two simple global scenarios, a baseline and a mitigation con-
text, using global parameters and cost-supply curves, is given
in order to explore the properties of the model. The baseline
features constant carbon pricing while the mitigation scenario
sees a carbon price increase by 1% per year. Baseline assump-
tions result in a resource limited amount of hydroelectricity, the
remaining demand being mostly covered by coal-powered elec-
tricity generation. The mitigation scenario yields similar results
for the first decade, but gradually diverges towards lower GHG
emissions and two major technological transitions. The first oc-
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curs between coal and gas, while the second transforms gas into
biomass based electricity generation while sequestrating CO2,
resulting in a negative component in the LCOE due to nega-
tive emissions. The observed succesive transformations of the
energy sector are akin to classic observed logistic technology
transitions, and are driven by the pricing of GHG emissions. We
name this effect the technology ladder. Higher rates of increase
of the price of carbon lead to faster and richer transformations
and to lower GHG emissions.
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Notes

1Note that for cases where substitution occurs faster than the lifetime of a
plant, exceptions can be inserted in Ai j. This may occur in the case of, for
instance, the retrofitting of carbon capture and storage to an existing plant, or
fuel switching from coal to biomass.

2Technologies with knowledge spillover include for instance coal and
biomass gasification, offshore and onshore wind, combined cycle gas turbines
(CCGT) and integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC). These connexions
can arise for instance through the use of similar mechanical parts that involve
similar production methods, susceptible to economies of scale.

3As an example, using a rough calculation for the UK only based on data
by Poyry (2009), levelling out the demand would require the daily storage of
about 50 GWh of energy with production capacity of 8 GW, values much above
the total national hydroelectric production capability.

4The last term S i is present in order to take out the ith contribution, i.e. the
contribution of the technology in question.

5Note that uncertainty values over cost of extraction can be transformed
into uncertainty over amounts of energy within well defined cost ranges; it only
requires a redistribution of the same data.

6The choice of the discount rate influences highly technology choices by
setting the stenght of the preference for delaying costs to the future. Thus, with
a high discount rate, technologies with lower initial investment costs relative to
other components of the LCOE are prefered. Effects of the discount rate are
discussed by Mercure (2011).

7Note that here regional interactions would be important, since in areas
where alternatives are also expensive, expensive hydroelectric dams would still
be built. This will be addressed in a subsequent paper.
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